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Nixon c-Cease ·Fire' Plan Means Surrender to NLJ?
By FLOYD NORRIS
College Press Service
WASHINGTON- President
Nixon's call for a "stand in place"
cease fire is not an attempt to move
toward peace in Indochina. It is a
call for surrender by the -National
Liberation Front (NLF) and its
allies.
According to U.S.·
announcements, the Saigon
government now controls about 75
'percent of the land area and about
92 percent of the population of
South Vietnam. Under a "stand in
place" cease fire, the Thieu
government would be free to
consolidate its control in these areas.
Any resistance would be seen as a
violation of the cease fire.
It is, of course, impossible to
ascertain the truthfulness of such
claims from Washington. But it
should be remembered that the last
time such figures were pushed by the
Pentagon was in late 1967 and early
1968. Such announcements came to
an abrupt halt after the successful
Tet offensive.
It is significant that during the
entire speech delivered over national
television, Nixon never mentioned
the NLF or the Provisional
Revolutionary. Government (PRG),
except possibly in a passing reference
to the "other side." Yet, he
repeatedly referred to the North
Vietnamese whom he accused of
aggression. The purpose of ignoring
the NLF as well as the indiginous
fore es in Laos and Cambodia
(remember the three captured
newsmen's accounts of the popular
Cambodian guerillas) comes through
clearly when Nixon says: "A cease
fire should not be the means by
which either side builds up its
strength by an increase in outside
combat forces in any of the nations
in Indochina." The key word there is
"outside." It is all right for the
South Vietnamese, Cambodia and
Laotian governments to build up
their forces during a cease fire, but
their opponents-whom Nixon wants
us to believe are mainly North
Vietnamese-cannot do the same.

Another key condition comes in government, no such admission is
the next point, where Nixon made regarding the other countries.
proposes that the cease fire cover The cease fire calls in those countries
"the full range of actions that have . can be seen as nothing but calls for
typified this war, including bombings surrender.
and acts of terror." And what are
The new and potentially
"acts of terror"? Why, things like important offer in the President's
killing government officials who are address is for total American troop
attempting to govern those 92 withdrawal if a political settlement is
percent of the people who live in agreed upon. But even here Nixon
those areas we claim we control.
covers his tracks with a vital
Most importantly~ __the. ...call for a .... p.±..econditio. n: "A fair political
cease fire in all of Indochina solution," he says, "should reflect
represents a desperate attempt by the existing relationships of political
the United States to save two forces." He failed to mention that
tottering governments in Laos and the only reason that the Thieu-Ky
Cambodia. For while the U.S. group has any power at all, let alone
government recognizes-what choice most of it, is that there are about
do they have-that there is some 350,000 U.S. troops in Vietnam.
indiginous opposition to the Thieu Further, he still refused to speak of
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To the Editor:
The Student Standards Committee
(SSC) has met again. After a two
hour hearing (about the one semestP,r
suspension of student Jane Hunt by
the Subcommittee on Falsification
of Records) it seems that some
action, other than refusal, could have
taken place. It may seem that
but ... the committee's refusal (to
hear Hunt's case) stemmed from the
fact that there was insufficient
evidence presented at Monday's
hearing. In order to remedy this
situation, it remanded the case for a
re-hearing to the committee of
original jurisdiction, the
Subcommittee on Falsification of
Records.
The SSC does not have the power
to rehear the case and this was the
only legitimate alternative available
to them. The SSC did suggest that
student representation be present on
all ·committees involving students.
Director of Admissions J.C.
MacGregor stated there will be
student representation at the
rehearing. The rehearing will take
place at the earliest possible time

unilateral withdrawal, one of the
preconditions of all previous
NLF-PRG peace proposals, including
the most recent eight-point plan last
month. Only if the NLF agrees to act
like the United States was still there
would Nixon agree to leave.
As a final hypocritical gesture,
Nixon calls for the release of all
prisoners of war. But he fails to
mention that the South Vietnamese
currently admit to having less than
1000 prisoners of war, although the
total must clearly be much greater
than that. Thomas Harkin, the
Congressional aide who revealed the
existence of tiger cages in the Con
Son prison, pointed out in a CPS
interview last summer that the
government first denied that there
were any POWs there, then insisted
many of the prisoners were Viet
Congs. How many other similar cases
are there? Only the South
Vietnamese government knows (or
so say American CIA and other
officials). And nobody's telling.
For the North Vietnamese the
POWs represent one of the few
bargaining points they have with a
country-the United States-whose
virtually unlimited resources are
being used to murder hundreds of
Vietnamese every week. It is a
bargaining point they will not give
up for nothing.
One wonders how a Vietnamese
mother whose children have died in a
B-52 bombing raid will respond to
Nixon's plea for the release of
captured pilots as a "simple act of
humanity."
The NLF and North Vietnamese,
to say nothing of the Laotian and
Cambodian guerillas, will of course
see through Nixon's self-righteous
cease-fire proposal. The question is
whether the American anti-war
movement will be able to explain it
to the American public. The solution
in Vietnam and in all Indochina
continues to be a total U.S.
withdrawal. Bringing that fact to the
people in this country is a task that
anti-war forces will have to face up
to immediately.
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Students Might RegisteT in SpTing For Fall

Pre-Registration Just Around the Corner?
By EVERETT ROBINSON
The semi-annual hassle and
rat-race of walk-through registration
may be over after this spring if a
''pre-advisement and registration"
system, proposed by an ad hoc
faculty committee, is implemented
for fall, 1971.
Administrators, college deans and
department heads are now preparing
tentative spring, summer and fall
class schedules, well ahead of normal
deadlines, so students will register
for their fall classes sometime this
spring.
The plan must still be approved by
President Ferrel Heady and college
deans, but a consensus favors the
changeover, "as soon as possible".
Faculty approval of the change is not
required, but the question will be
debated at the regular December
faculty meeting.
A I though students have
complained about walk-through
registration for the quarter century
of its use, it appears the changeover
resulted from administrative action,
not student initiative.
Thus far, there has been little
student action on the question of
pre-registration. UNM administrators
have asked for the students'
opinions, but none have been
forthcoming.
The ad hoc faculty committee on
advisement, chaired by William
Huber, dean of University College,
included the change in registration
method in its findings on the
inadequacies of advisement
procedures. The report was
submitted to Chester Travelstead,
vice president for academic affairs,
last May with the hope the plan
could be implemented for spring

constitution so that the sse can
begin to function expediently and
effectively.
Roger A. Lahodda

Three Cheers
To the Editor:
Three cheers for Frank Lihn!!! He
gave us an explanation of how our
student administration feels about
the Homecoming issue and it's
relationship to the divisive forces at
work on campus this year.
Although I can't agree with all of
their priorities, I couldn't agree more
on how important it is for all the
students to get together on the
issues. It is crucial this year that all
groups on campus communicate with
each other to get a consensus of
o pnion and present a somewhat
unified front. So, if you have an
opinion on some issue, let the people
who represent 'jrou in student
government know about it-don't
gripe behind their backs and expect
to be represented. We elected this
administration last spring, and let's
get together and support it this falL
Sig Olson

I

EX ICC

----------

which will be conducive to all parties
involved, including Hunt. If the
outcome of the rehearing is not
satisfactory to Hunt, she can
reappeal to the sse. With all the
evidence having been presented, the
sse has the power to affirm, modify
or reverse disciplinary action. During
the rehearing and the appeals, the
SSC's action taken on Monday, Sept.
28 will remain in effect. That action
reinstated Hunt, without penalties,
to the University.
It seems obvious that the
procedures which have limited the
SSC's action has also limited the
avenues to which students may
pursue their complaints and appeals.
If these avenues are only circles, then
they need to be changed. If these
avenues are only roadblocks, they
need to be removed. If the sse
cannot function, then it needs to be
put in an atmosphere in which it can.
That atmosphere is in the expansion
of its power and jurisdiction, along
with the clarification of procedures
which up to this time seem only to
work against the student. It is the
right and responsibility of the
students at UNM to amend their

'

1971. However, problems with data
processing programming and delayed
class schedules postponed
inauguration of the plan until fall,
1971.
MacGregor's Comment
J. C. MacGregor, University
registrar, said he didn't want to
abandon a working system until "we
are positive that the new system will
work."
Huber, who conducted a trial-run
of the proposed system this fall with
900 freshmen, believes registration,
as well as advisement procedures,
need to be changed. The committee's
report, indicates that more
responsibility should be placed on
the student, Huber agrees. "An 18 to
25-year old youth admitted to
college should have the capacity to
read, listen and understand. Such a
group either can or should begin to
make deicsions for themselves and be
responsible for the results." (The
University Bulletin repeatedly says a
student is solely responsible for
meeting all requiiements for the
degree, etc.)
B. U.S.
Huber's 500 B.U.S.-degree
students already serve as their own
advisor. If they desire information
about a certain course, or program of
studies, they consult with a faculty
member, in that field, sometime
prior to registration.
What is being proposed is an
elimination of the mandatory
advisor-student confrontation at
each registration period. Also, the
need for advisor's signatures on
schedule changes would be
eliminated, thus ending the rat-race
all over campus for students
registering the afternoon of the

second day, or later.
Information and advice would be
made available to anyone who needs
it, but the committee report stresses
that advice is "not something one
can thrust on ar10ther by rules and
mandate."
Advisor Problems
Huber, who directs the second
(University) and third (BUS) largest
colleges on campus, is faced with the
biggest number of problems with
advisors. "In University College we
use 200 advisors for 7000 students.
That's 3 5 kids for each one,
theoretically. But demand in some
fields outweigh the supply of
advisors. L.ccassionally a student will
not get an advisor in his chosen field,
but then that's why I've suggested
that all advisors be familiar with the
general requirements for the seven
degree-granting colleges. And even if
he doesn't know about some
program, it's all printed right in the
University catalog."
Pmposed Plan
Actual dates for completing each
phase of· pre-registration have not
been set, but a general outline, as
presented to the deans, follows.
Shortly after the hubbub of
second-semester registration dies
down, the student with questions
about course pre-requisites or
content would visit the professor on
his own initiative.
Every college, by the ninth or
lOth week,...would have firm course
offerings, except in senior-level
classes. A short description of the
class, including required textbooks,
sample exam questions and library
work requirements would be printed
and made available to the studel'l.ts in
some central location-possibly the

libraries on campus or the Union.
In early May the student would
pick up, at a still undetermined
location, a pre-registration request
packet. This would be filled out by·
the student, no advisor's signature
needed, and returned to the registrar
before leaving the campus for the
summer recess.
The student requests for classes
waul d then be tabulated, by
computer, and the number of
sections at a certain time, of a
certain class, would then be
determined. This would be
completed early in June so that
departments can adjust their faculty
to accommodate the number of
students requesting a class. At this
time also, senior-level classes will be
determined.
The Freshmen Problem
Huber, and the committee, set
freshmen as the biggest problem
under a pre-registration system. They
have proposed a two-day orientation
program for all freshmen. "This
would not be an orientation to the
Lobo cheerleaders, The Lobo, Mirage
(now defunct), Thunderbird, or
Greek system," said Huber.
"We will deal with the problems
of the freshman. Perhaps on the
morning of the first day we would
give placement tests in mathematics
or foreign languages for any student
who wants to enroll in these courses.
In the afternoon, we would explaingeneral course requirements for
getting out of University College....
Then the student could go talk to an
advisor in his chosen field, that is, if
he wants to.
"That night we might have a
dance or some other social function.,~
The Deans' Decision-Tomorrow's Lobo

Deans· of U Degree-Granting Colleges Legal Help Now Available
is now available to the students,
Suggest Pre-Advisement, Registration staffLegalandassistance
employes of UNM through a new Law
'

UNM's degree-granting college deans are in favor
of a pre-advisement and tegistration system.
Nathaniel Wollman, dean of Arts & Sciences, said
''anything would be better than the current system.
Many freshmen become frustrated and drop out
because they cannot get the classes they want."
The English department, under A&S, was unable
to staff English 101 classes for some 400 students.
Under a pre-registration system, the department
would have known how many sections were needed
and they would have received the necessary budget
allocation to staff for that many sections.
The College of Fine Arts has used a
quasi·pre•registration system for some time. Donald
McRae .assistant dean, uses a program called
"Operatlon: Raincheck" to get fine arts majors into
required courses.
"R a incheck" works like this: If a student
attempts to enroll in a fine arts class required for a
major and finds the class full, he receives a
"raincheck" form, He checks his expected date of
1,1taduatio11;, and McRae pulls a class card for him the

Thursday, October 15, 1970

,:

next time the class is offered, If the student is a
senior, then McRae could squeeze the student into
the class, or arrange some alternative course to
fulfill degree requirements,
Dean Richard Rehder, Business and
-Administrative Sciences, said his college is phasing
out its undergraduate program. The schedule for
this process is already arranged, so a student in
effect knows when he must take a certain course if
he expects to complete degree requireml'lnts. "Many
students already have their schedules made out for
the four years they will be here," said Rehder.
The College of Engineering uses a form of
pre-registration for its classes above the freshman
level. Dean Richard Dove said his college's
enrollment is about stable (605. students in
1969-601 students in 1970), and therefore classes
can easily be arranged in advance. "We're working
with a close·knit group who know what they need
to fulfill a job."
Dean of Education Richard Lawrence was in
South America and could not be reached for

Office.
The purpose of the Law Office is two fold: law
students seek to help members of the University
community in asserting their legal rights and at the
same time gain practical legal experience.
Requirements for an individual's case to be
accepted by the Law Office include:
-Must be a student or an employe of UNM.
-Must be making less than $2520 a year if single
or $3120 a year if married.
-Be willing to pay a fee of $2.50 if the case is
ac!Cepted.
The Law Office, however, will also consider the
value of the case to students.
Students or employes wishing to take advantage of
the Law Office's services should make an
appointment first. The office is located in the law
school building, 1905 Rorna, N.E.

commen~.
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Doctors Refer Abortions

World
News

(Significant Number' of Referrals Made, Says Director
Doctors' at the health center have made "a
significant number" of referrals for
abortions to local hospitals since New
Mexico's law was liberalized in 1969.
Director of the health center Jack McCabe
·said Wednesday no figures on the exact
number of patients requesting abortion
referrals were available but said a
"significant number of recommendations to
the proper channels," have been made.
"Since the last legislature, we have been
able to make abortion referrals. The health
center can do the psychiatric evaluation
necessary and then refer the girl to a
gynecologist," he said.
New Mexico state law permits an abortion
in instances of proven rape or incest or if a
psychiatrist or a hospital clearing board
adjudges a danger to the mother's or the
child's health. The board must consist of
two physicians.
"I believe all the referrals we have made
have been approved. I don't know of any
that have been turned down," McCabe said.
The law specifies abortions may be
approved if the pregnancy will injure the

"psychological or ph~s.i~al" h~alth. of a
woman or in the possibihty of 1mparrment
of the child's mental or physical health.
In a related event, the health center also
broadened its policy on the prescription of
birth control devices as a result of the new
abortion law.
Prior to this summer the health center
policy was to distribute birth con~rol
information only to women over 21, married
women and, with parental consent, to
women under 21.
"Each Joctor can (now) prescribe birth
control devices as he sees necessary," said
McCabe.
McCabe said the change was made because
"there was a need to give full birth control
mformation and treatment."
He said the number of inquiries about
birth control was "higher" now than prior to
the policy change but he had no available
statistics.
The change in policy was made by the
health center staff and ."approved by the
student affairs division", McCabe said.

lly United

delivery letter in which a women's
group claimed it had set off the
blast. It identified itself as "The
Proud Eagle Tribe, a group of
revolutionary women."
"The center figures out new
ways for pig Nixon to try to
destroy people's wars in Asia,
Latin America and the Middle
East and grooms toads like Henry
Kissinger who left the center to
join Nixon's death machine."
Kissinger served as associate
director of the center, under
former State Department official
Robert Bowie, before becoming
President Nixon's top foreign
policy adviser and chairman of the
National Security Council.
"This, our tribe's first action, is
part of a national fall offensive by
tribes of kids all over to attack the
enemy wherever he shows his ugly
face," the letter said. "This
coincides with offensives being
waged by the Viet Cong in
Southeast Asia and oy our
brothers in the prisons in New
York City."
At the end of the typewritten
letter was written,."We just heard
that Angela Davis was captured.
IU!I:!~IIIi:Urr.lillil!llllliDIImmDlliili'l:til!lm:m>m~mm!i:J:Ii:l:llnn:;nnmur:rr.a
We dedicate this action to her
because her actions and example
have inspired us."
Davis was captured Tuesday
night
in New York City. The
Ul1i3Jii[i~!:J1~'ITIEiiliiliffilTIITUI::;i!ilii~TI4-::JIJiEia'l!!ti!iilr.r.liiE:melil'!illiDI
letter
was
postmarked at 11 a.m.
Thursday, Oct. 15,
and delivered about an
Wednesday
Power Cells; Union, room 230; 8
hour later to the newspaper.
a.m.
M.A.S,H.; Union, room 129; 6 p.m.
Ralph Garrett, state fire
Alpha Phi Omega; Union, room marshal, estimated damage to the
231-E; 7 p.m.
ASUNM·Free U; Union, rooms building at about $40,000. The

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (VPI)- A
homemade bomb destroyed the
library room at Harvard
University's Center for
International Affairs Wednesday.
A "revolutionary" woman's group
claimed responsibility and said the
bombing was "part of a national
fall offensive" and was dedicated
to Angela Davis.
It was the latest of several
radical incidents at the center.
The explosive, apparently left
in a metal box placed in a top
floor desk, went off shortly
before 1 a.m. EDT, minutes after
campus police evacuated a janitor
from the three-story building. No
one was injured.
''A nervous" girl telephoned
campus police at the nation's
oldest university at 12:32 a.m.
and said, "A bomb is going to go
off at the International Center in
six minutes. This is no joke.
Remember the Brooklyn
Courthouse and California. Get
the janitor out of there. This is no
joke."
The Boston Record-American
received a typewritten special

'
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library room was destroyed.
Along with a number of papers
and records.
Authorities said it appeared the
bomb was placed in a desk
belonging to Army Col. Donald
Bietz, who is studying at the
center. A librarian said she saw
two girls in the room shortly after
Bietz left for the day about 4 p.m.
Tuesday.
Four campus policemen went
to the center after the telephone
call. They evacuated the janitor
and were heading back into the
building to search for the bomb
when it exploded on the top
floor.

'Radical Orator' Gets $19,000
WASHINGTON-Despite a judge's injunction the House Internal
Security Committee reported Wednesday that 69 .''radical orators" have
been paid more than $119,000 for campus speeches.
The Committee said the most mo ney-$21,550 for 12
speeches-went to Dr. Benjamin Spock, the pediatrician and a leader of
the New Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (New
Mobe). Black comedian Dick Gregory received $19,650.
Other speakers named by the committee and their fees included:
William Kunstler, a lawyer who helped defend the "Chicago Seven"
conspiracy defendants, $6000; Abbie Hoffman, leader of the Youth
Internatinal Party (Yippies) and one of the "Chicago Seven " $5 393
for five speeches; former heavyweight boxing champion Cas~ius Clay,
$4850; and Jerry Rubin, a Yippie leader and another of the Chicago
Seven," $2024 for three speeches.
The Committee also listed H. Rap Brown, chairman of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and now at large on a charge of
arson, $1540; David Dellinger, New Mobe leader and one of the
"Chicago Seven," $1224; and Rennie Davis, leader of the Students for
Democratic Society and one of the "Chicago Seven," $500.

White Pupils 'Missing'
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WASHINGTON-The Supreme Court was confronted with evidence
Wednesday that hundreds of white pupils simply disappear when
assigned to attend school with black children,
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger wanted to know where the missing
whites went and if any of the black children, who have taken their
places, did so involuntarily or under pressure.
The problem of whites defecting from court-integrated schools to
attend white private schools has beomce fairly widespread in parts of
the South. It was presented to the courts in arguments on a Mobile,
Ala., case, one of six consolidated school cases before the high court.
"I'm particularly concerned about the missing children," Burger said.
"Has anyone made inquiry as to whether they're just dropouts or where
t11ey are ... could the record be supplemented readily?"
The most startling example of missing whites was demonstrated to
the court at Mobile's Blount High School. A court-approved
desegrl.'gation plan assigned 1233 blacks and 1041 whites this year
Actual atll.'ndance is 2033 blacks and 41 whites the court was told.
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It takes you about an hour to eat a

·U

What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has. been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, overpopulated areas of the world. And it
must begin now, While there is stiU time,
A White House panel has recommended that the United States Government spend at least $100 million a
year on family planning help to nnderdevelopcd nations. (That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 billion we've

nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to• the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people will
die from starvation.
You see, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under·developedcountry dies as a result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute, 417
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children..
And that"s just a taste of things to
come. Experts predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die froni famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it,
.

COLOR ORGANS

ColllJllctc recording, rcpah· and
installation

DR.DEtLBV BRONK, former President,
Rockefeller UniversitY
HAROLD W. BOSTROM, Vice Pre.•ident,

UOP Transponation Equipment Group
MRS. ALBERT D. LASKER
DR. HAROLD C. UREY, Nobel Laureate
FRANK W. A DRAMS, former Chainnan,
Standard Oil Company of Ntw Jersey
THURMAN W. ARNOLD,
former Asdstant U.S. Auorney Gcneml
THOMAS D. CABOT, Chairman,
Cabot Corporation
JOHN COWLES, Chnlnnan
Minneapolis Star and Tribune
GENERAL WILLIAM H. DRAPER, JR.,
former Ambassador to NATO
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MIX OR MATCH SALE
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chili dog
french fries
mustard dog
kraut dog
baked beans

LUCKY LAGER
DRAFT

b:J LAUI2ENCE ELWOOD

$1.00 to $5.77

MARRINER S. ECCLES, former Chairman,
Federal Reserve Roord
HENRY C. PLOWER, JR.,
former Vice Chairman,
J, Walter Thompson Co.
DR. PHILIP M. HAUSER,
University of Chicago
JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCH, Author
MRS. CORDELIA S. MAY, Laurel Foundation
.FOWLER McCORMICK, former Chafrman,
lnterna1tonat ltarvester Co.
lJUGH MOORE, Founder, Dixie Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS, Prcsldont,
American Academy of Arts & Lctlcrs

EUGENE BLACK, former head, Wotfd Bank

PETRI

THE D~AMA STICK...

Tapes from

EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN

7709 CENTRAL NE

P!ZE.SENT.5

BLACK. LIGHTS

CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION

PACKAGE
STORE

r.=============~============~

POSTERS

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program,)
There's a lot at stake. Not only the
lives of the starving people of the
world. But our Jives. And the Jives of
our children. A hungry world can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
or telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be helpful. Urge the
speeding up of Gpvernment action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
We must act now. The longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.

~

Der 'Wientrschnitzel

WASHINGTON-The white marble steps of the Capitol, frequently
used by demonstrating students and war protesters, were taken over
Wednesday by nearly 2000 uniformed police demanding federal laws to
halt assaults on police officers.
While their leader told a House committee that revolutionaries bent
on killing officers were being helped by lenient courts and misleading
news coverage, the policemen marched onto the steps for a noontime
rally.
"Stop the war" posters were replaced by placards designating local
fraternal order of police lodges. Instead of "peace" signs, American
flags were displayed. Instead of chants and singing, there was applause
ror members of Congress who promised to help do something about

STROBE.LIGHTS

r

By BERT TEMPLE
"Unlike many schools and practically no restrictions on the
Cries for academic reform are universities, we have a program course of study."
being voiced by university that enables a student to custom
The BUS program, new to
UNM, requires 128 credit hours
students across the nation. And at tailor his studies to his own
UNM the situation i,s no different. desires and future needs," said
for graduation, The hours should
At the same time virtually Robert Rehder, dean of Business be progressive from 100 through
400 level courses, with at least 40
every university in the nation is in Administration.
the process of studying academic
hours in courses numbered above
Rehder said another reform in
reform measures· to meet those the sr:hool ie the internship 300.
complaints. At UNM this pro gram. It ·was started this
"I don'~ know how much more
reformation study began in summer, giving the student the
discretion a student would want,"
earnest last year with the opportunity to use the techniques said Heady.
establishment of the he has learned while being
Language
·
All· University Governance employed part-time.
The foreign language
Committee.
No Restrictions
requirement of the College of Arts
Irrational
Some students want a more and Sciences has also come under
But one of the biggest diversified education. Walter fire by students. It is the only
complaints of students-that of Hanis, part-time UNM student. requirement that businessmen
mandatory requirements outside and a FAA certified airframe and ~enerally agreed had very little
their major course of study~is engine mechanic, said he returned '1earing on a student's career. . ·•
being re]ected as narrow-minded to college because he wanted to
Nathaniel Wollman, dean of
and il'l'ational by businessmen and be able to communicate better Arts and Sciences, said the
administrators alike.
with his employer and customers. language requirement is under
One UNM student asked, "I'm
"Communication is the key study by the Committee on the
studying to become an engineer. word. One must be able to speak, Enhancement of the Educational
What do I care about biology?"
no matter what his profession. I Pl'Ocess.
F. N. Hofer, administrative and think a student should get a more
"We are studying possible
special projects rna nager of liberal education," said Harris.
reorganization of the curriculum,
Braddock, Dunn and McDonald
"I've learned that with your with the thought of a possible
Inc., a local engineering firm, said work, a person has to socialize change of requirements,"
the social, historical and scientific intelligently to succeed," Harris Wollman said. If a change in the
studies of the university-that is a added.
Ian guage requirements was
liberal education-are an integral
Like Harris, many students adopted, it would be made
part of an engineer's education.
want to choose the subjects that retroactive, Wollman added.
"An employe has a interest them the most, while at
Wollman stated he did not
responsibility to himself, his the same time studying toward a know when the report by the
family and not just to his .career.
committee would be completed,
profession. We feel that our
"For those students," said but it could be sometime next
employes should be able to Ferrel Heady, UNM president, semester.
comprehend his environment and "we have the Bachelor of
Academically, UNM is changing
his position within that University Studies (BUS) Degree. its face, but it takes time and
environment. Communication is It offers freedom of choice, with finances.
important, otherwise we could get
robots to do the job," Hofer said.
Not Comparable
Many students, in an attempt
to get around taking required
subjects, are dropping out of
college and enrolling in trade
schools, taking such courses as
business management.
However, T.J, Ryan, store
manager of Rhodes Department
A Bob Johnson Enterprise
Store, stated, "A college graduate
is in a better position for
advancement to the executive
OPEN MON. THRU THURS. NOON Tll2:00 AM
positions. We don't feel that the
trade schools are comparable to a
FRI. & SAT. 10:00 AM-2:00AM
college education."
SPECIALS GOOD THRU SAT., OCT. 17th
The UNM College of Business
WE RESERVE TH&RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
and Administrative Sciences
NO SALES TO DEALERS
reacting to student drop-outs, has
made several changes to give the
student a more personal interest
in the school.

Police March on Capitol

attacks "11 policemen.

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.

International

WASHINGTON-North Vietnam declared Wednesday in a broadcast
monitored here that it categorically rejects President Nixon's Indochina
peace plan but U.S. officials refused to take Hanoi's first formal
response as its final word.
'l'he Foreign Ministry statement broadcast in English by Hanoi radio
said Nixon's call a week ago for an immediate cease-fire throughout
Indochina and the convening of an international peace conference was
"merely a decepLive maneuver" cloaking a U.S. plan to prolong its
"occupation" of South Vietnam.
State Department officials said the lengthy statement of
denunciation was a typical North Vietnamese bargaining technique and
did not necessarily reflect Hanoi's final judgment of Nixon's offer.
These officials characterized the strongly critical tone of the
Communist statement as an apparent effort to offset what was seen by
the administration as worldwide approval for Nixon's plan.
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Press

Stu.dents Ask Academic Reform

North Vietnam Rejects Nixon Plea

~~~~~~~Female Radicals Bomb Harvard Library
.

Term Liberal Arts Background Irrational

.
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Teacher Evaluation: A New Look

IArts & Media

,.

Professors With Largest Classes Face Scrutiny
By CLAitK JERMAIN
Teacher evaluation will be run
differently this year and might
anger many faculty members, said
Ernie Kilker, who is in charge of
the program.
This year, teacher evaluation
will not strive to evaluate all the
teachers, said Kilker. It will only
strive to evaluate, in depth, those
teachers responsible for the
greatest number of students, such
as those teaching the 100 and 200
level freshman and sophomore
lecture courses.
The program will try to help
students decide which teacher
they would prefer to select for a
course by the use of a rating
system.
Kilker also hopes the program
will help professors to improve
the quality of their teaching
through criticism.
Healthy Anger
Any anger evoked by the
program, which will make
professors extremely vulnerable to
criticism, would be healthy,
Kilker feels. He feels that this
anger may move faculty members
enough to open better avenues of
communication between students
and teachers.
The evaluation, if approved by
the University administration, will
include two parts: An objective

Incense
Leather Goods
Taos Moccasins
Beadwork

Plaza Primorosa
S.E. Comer Old Town Plaza
10% Discount with UNM ID

questionnaire part, as has been
make a determination about a
used in the past, and a new particular teacher as an individual.
subjective approach, which hasn't Questions would concern such
~.;
been used before. Kilker topics as; "Does he encourage
~(': 1
··.·I
explained the new system as discussion?"; "Can he command
.,
follows:
attention?"; or, "Do you leave the
The subjective approach will class: a) less interested with the
have a group of selected students material, b) more interested with
attending lectures for a class listed the material, or c) disinterested
for evaluation. One student will with the material. The cards
attend at least three lectures of would be computer scored.
the class being evaluated, say at
Numbers Racket
the third, sixth, and lOth weeks.
Kilker
that teacher
By attending the class, the evaluation infeels
the
past has done a
student will try to get a "feel," or
"sense," of the teacher being poor job of giving students
evaluated. They will try to guidance in their selection of
determine the strong or weak courses. Under the previous
points of the instructor: Is the evaluation system, professors were
Charles Becknell
teacher giving ideas or forcing graded in the last four or five
minutes
of
a
class
period,
late
in
them? Is the energy focused on
the instructor, or is the energy the semester, by use of a form
exchanged between the class and which was filled out on a one to
five point basis, with one being
the professor?
very
The student involved in the good. poor and five being very
evaluation will then try to arrange
Kilker called this system a
The ASUNM Senate last night association to conduct. They also
an interview with the instructor,
"numbers
racket,"
as
he
feels
it
is
allocated
$2850 to the Black
to get a more personal impression
hard to give students any idea of Studies Center and reverted pointed out an academic
of him.
the human aspect of a teacher on $3000 formerly allocated to them department would receive the
Embarrassment
money for an educational purpose
to the control of the Black "not just a student group."
The interviewer will discuss the a point basis. He also said
class with the teacher, and try to students, as a rule, put very little Student Union (BSU).
In other business, Senate
The $3000 was originally
get him to relate his own views on thought into their answers. He
intended for BSU for a cultural overrode the veto of ASUNM
his teaching, including his strong said it is easy for a student to slip
or weak points. He will then tell into the habit of answering awareness program bo1t was President Eric Nelson and
the instructor what he feels about according to conscience, hoping in ad vertantly allocated to the allocated $40 to the engineering
Black Studies Center in this year's society to defray costs to their
the course, not with the idea of to "give the professor a break" by
grading
him
highly,
unless
they
budget.
Charles Becknell, director national convention.
embarrassing the teacher, if
have
a
personal
grudge
against
of the Afro·American center,
Senate also allocated $108 to
criticism is necessary, but with the him.
explained without the BSU funds the undergraduate seminar
idea of helping him to recognize
Kilker said the program he has
the center had only $600 to program to send two student
any problems he may be facing in
in
mind
would
be
much
more
operate
on and therefore needed representatives to a National
his presentation. This could
effective
than
those
in
'the
past.
If
the
additional
funds.
Co II e gia te Honors Council
enable the instructor to solve any
successful, it could better help
Senate also allocated ~n 000, meeting.
problems, that exist, Kilker said. freshmen
or sophomores orient $237 of which is a loan and must
The questionnaire part of the themselves in the maze of the
Senate defeated a bill to give
be paid back by May, to the UNM
program, if approved, would be
the
Alumni Association $504 to
senior dental hygiene students to
presented some time shortly after huge lecture courses. It could also
set
up
an experimental program to
help
instructors
better
orient
conduct a national convention in
the ninth week, after mid-terms
hire a student field representative
themselves
in
the
same
courses.
Las
Vegas,
Nev.
have been given. It would be on a
Supporters of the bill pointed to educate alumni on current
computer card, and would have He stressed the idea that the
student attitudes at UNM. Those
seven specific questions, followed program, if initiated, would not out the group had been raising arguing against the bill said the
by an open-€nded question at the aim at improvement of the course money since April for the truth squad and the ASUNM
in general, but at ways of convention, which they are
end.
improving
the system from the required by their national Public Affairs Committee were
Questions asked would try to
already set up for that purpose,
human end, the teachers.
The eva I uation plan, if
approved, will be completed in
time for second semester.

$2850 Given to Black Studies

BSU Allotted $3000

Five dollars is charged for each
change of program form processed
after the fourth week of
classes.-UNM Bulletin

Japrrburk.a (qulf-prirr)
~Utruts{Jirt.a

ROGER'S DEEP ROCK
501 Yale SE
offers you
20% Student Discount
with J.D.
On Battery Charge, lube, Tire
Rotation, Tire Repair and Packing Wheel Bearings
ALSO OUR

FACTORY TRAINED
VOLI{SWAGEN
MECHANIC
gives you a
20% Student Discount
on labor for all
major· or minor
Volkswagen repair
247-0858

U Elementary Ed. Dept.
Must Refuse Applicants

The elementary education
department of the College of
Education will have to refuse
admission to about half the
applicants for nt>xt fall.
Harold Drummond, professor
of elementary education, said
there are about 160 applicants for
the fall semester of 1971. "We
.have staff and places in the public
schools for only about 75
students a semester," he said. •
The department adopted closed
enrollment for the first time in
considering applications for the
current semester. Several
applicants, all of whom met the
published entrance requirements,
were turned down. Eliminations
were made mostly on the basis of
personal interviews, but
grade-point average and tests of
teaching abilities were also
considered.
Although limited state
appropriations are a factor in
closing enrollment, "it's more a
question of what this professional
school should be," said Richard
Holeman, associate dean of the
College of Education. "We're
more concerned with in-service
training of teachers," he said,
"instead of just training a new
teacher, putting her out on the
job and then forgetting about
her."
Holemon said the system of
appropriating state funds
discourages graduate level
programs. The amount of money a
university receives is based on the
number of "full-time equivalent"
students, which overlooks the

higher cost per student of
graduate level instruction.
The secondary education
department has also felt the
pressure of increasing
applications, but Chairman
Robert Doxtator said it "has not
taken a position on closed
admission," adding, "I don't
anticipate any such move this
year." Rising enrollment in the
department has been
accommodated by adding
sections, or increasing class sizes
when it can be done "without
losing contact bctwe('n student
and instructor." The usual class
size in secondary education 361, a
required course; is 25, he said.
Some courses in business
education and industrial arts also
have enrollments limited by the
number of available machines, but
students in these majors have
positions reserved for them.
Students turned down are those
just wanting to take a course in
woodworking or typing_
The much-publicized over
supply of teachers in the job
market this year has not
discouraged applicants to teacher
education, however, if the figures
for elementary education are
representative. Holemon, speaking
of the· teacher supply, said,
"Social studies are pretty well
loaded, and elementary education
is almost at that point." Doxtator
said he could not tell if applicants
have been discouraged by the
market until later this semester,
when figures for the students
going through screening will be
available.

NY Times
Nepotism
Revealed

.

Should Be Play) Not Muszcal

'George M 1'Born bs, Lacks Life

The next show about George Harris.
Michael Cohen ought not to be a
The choreography by Robert
musical-a play would be a far
Pagent
is exceedingly
better vehicle to portray the
uninteresting. That type of staging
volcanic character of the man.
It seems no present day writer should have died out about 20
"Tf{E KINGDOM AND THE
can handle the material. Cohen years ago. It is, unfortunately
POWER"--Gay Talese (Bantam
Books, $1.50).
wrote brash, altruistic music for a everything we expect in a sho~
more assured America. It would that leaves little to the
Imagine a history of The New
appear
to be an almost mammoth imagination. The half dozen or so
York Times as "the Peyton Place
of journalism."
task on the part of the producers dancers go almost mechanically
to put vitality into the story of through the few routines
If this is flattery then Gay
Talese should immediately give up his daughter Iphigene to marry Cohen's life; they couldn't do it in seemingly put in only to allow the
writing. Yet The Chicago Daily the type of man that Ochs wanted Monday's production of "George
News saw fit to dub his latest to take over The Times. The man M!" at Popejoy Hall.
A couple of years ago, Joel
book in just that way. Getting was Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who
Grey
left a very successful stint in
marked as "the Peyton Place" of began on-the-job training the day
anything falls between after the marriage. Since then The "Cabaret" to take the lead in the '
melodramatic trivia and sheer Times has continued to prosper new musical "George M!." For all
his talent, he couldn't save this
garbage, of which "The Kingdom
through Orvil Dryfoos, it's third bomb. Tonny Tanner, veteran of
and the Power" has little.
publisher (who married a
Documenting the history of Sulzberger), and now under the several hit shows and star of the
America's unofficial timepiece is reign of Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, huge smash "Half A Sixpence," is
not much more successful in his
as simple as doing graduate lphigene's son.
characterization of the
research at Zimmerman Library.
"The Kingdom and The Power" d a nceman-songwriterHaving worked on The Times for
is·
also loaded with tasty tidbits entrepreneur Cohen.
10 years, however, Talese was
sets to be changed. Tanner does
Tanner can't be faulted for manage to take command in one
definitely not an outsider looking concerning The New York Times
in and this, of course, worked to Company. The company also lacking spirit, but he has so little or two of the dance scenes,
his advantage_ He was granted prints two auxiliary publications, to work with that the play slips particularly in ''Give My Regards
access to personal files, memos owns stock in an educational through his hands. He has no one To Broadway," and "Harrigan"
and I etters of various Times machine industry and controls 42 to play off of and no actor, no with Ray D'Amore.
staffers and this in addition to percent of a paper-making mill in matter how complete, can
The costumes by Sanjora are
Canada. Ironically, more money is single-handedly carry a two-hour
perhaps the most outstanding part
musical. However, he doesn't of the technical production. The
seem to even try to look, talk or players execute numerous quick
sing like, or use any of the changes recreating the grand era
mannerisms of, Cohen. But that of the musical stage.
may be because he's kept too
a glimpse of what Cohen
busy introducing the more than wasForreally
like, check the late
hundreds of personal interviews,
made from the unprinted paper 30 songs that overwhelm the movies for a showing of "The
gives depth to the book.
production.
produced at the' mill than the
Phantom President." It's a dated
Talese emphasizes from the annual
Ray D'Amore does a creditable Cohen, near the end of his career,
profit
from
The
Times!
start that despite how much The
Several interesting news tips are job as Jerry, George's father. He is in a medium that he wasn't
Times might appear to be the
also
by Talese. One at his best in his individual dance accustomed to, but it shows his
cornerstone of American 'such documented
tip led to exposure of an scences and when he is performing great sense of timing and the
democracy, it's hierarchy is, in
with Tanner. He has all the grace
fact, as nepotic as can be possible. American Nazi Party leader whose of an old Irish vaudevillian. Gloria electricity that he brought on
grandparents
were
Russian
Jewish
stage.
This nepotism began when immigrants.
LeRoy, who plays Nellie Cohen, is
For a better idea of what could
Adolph Ochs, a veteran newsman
Talese makes only one light hardly the typical stage mother be done with Cohen's music,
and publisher from Chattanooga,
and shines on but a few catch another film-Jimmy
Tenn., bought the r eferencP. to a sex-oriented occassions.
occurrence in the novel. It
Cagney in the 1940 classic,
nearly-bankrupt Times in 1896.
In general, the characters flew
concerned
the
use
of
a
photo
in
Ochs immediately set out to
across stage without reason,
publish all the printable news which Marilyn Monroe was about leaving the audience in wonder as
to
French·kiss
Joe
DiMaggio
available. This tradition was
to who they were or why they
carried on and it wasn't unusual immediately after their wedding. were there at all. To say that the
photo was disliked by
for Times editors to furiously scan The
Iphigene
Ochs Sulzberger, and the direction was haphazard is an
pages of other newspapers to sec photo editor
who had chosen to understatement. Billy Matthews,
if some small story or fact had use the picture was fired. And the director, has tried to jam too
been left out of The Times. One that's as sexy as "the Peyton many songs and too much
such excerpt illustral('s The Place of journalism" gets.
colorful history into too short a
Times' demand for completeness
time. The plot skips and jumps.
does
a
commendable
job
Talese
as well as intuitiveness:
of mixing literary style with a Scenes are very fragmented.
" ... When Tom Wicker's story
Cohen was a brilliant songwriter,
journalistic format. And since he
began to come in from Dallas,
is more of a journalist than a but he was also extremely
two pages at a time . . . the
mercenary it is unlikely that there demanding and impossible to get
main concern was not with
will ever be a sequel entitled along with. In "George M!" he
Wicker's prose style-it was
"Return to the Kingdom and the comes off as something of a
whether he had it ALL, and
schoolboy with only a few bad
Power".
had it right, even things that
Dave Brands traits. We get only a faint
would hav(' seemed too trivial
intimation of his personality, and
QUIP OF THE DAY: Future know little of Cohen the actor by
on any other day: the names of
generations fishing in the New the close of the evening.
certain strt>c(;s in the motorcade
York Times for details of the
route; the fact that the Tt>xas
There are a few bright spots.
I
activities of the International Donna
School Book Depository, from
Sanders (as Fay
Communist
Conspiracy
will
do
which the shots were fired, was
well to run the most vigorous tests Templeton) is excellent; it's too
a leased sLate building; the
of that stream before drinking the bad she wasn't on stage .longer.
names of the witnesses, and
Ken Starrett is also well cast, as
water or devouring the fish."
where they stood. . . There
Cohen's producer-partner Sam
were 106 paragraphs in his
story in The Tim('s the next
day, and yet only slightly more
than one of these paragraphs
described what Wicker had seen
with his own eyes."
Without a son, Ochs relied on

''Yankee Doodle Dandy." May
the fact that Cagney lived through
America's proud time and knew
the personalities that made up this
country's musical stage adds all
that is missing in "George M!."
The entire show was,
surprisingly, well·received by
Monday's audience. A flag-waving,
boisterous rendition of "Grand
01' Flag" almost got a standing
ovation.
But the best I can say is that
the sets were giant, quite lavish
and in great number. It was th~
kind of show in which I left the
theater humming the scenery.
Will Pike

LIVING BATCH

liMITED
Books and Periodicals
Across Central from
Flagpole
Monday Night Cl<Iss, Steve
Trial, Hyden
Fire Station, Bukowski

OPEN NIGHTS
2406 Central SE

1100 Shop

Popejoy

HaH

THE CtTL'I't!RAL l'ROGRAl\f COMl\IITTEE
ANn THE DEPARTMENT OI•' LANGUAGES

UNM

Present

Sebring ,.Hair
Design for 1\.t!cn

DIRECT FROM MADRID

ESTA NOCHE
TEATRO
Two plays by Ramon del Valle-Inchan

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Complete line of tape recorders, amplifiers, receivers, record players and
speakers.
All Sizes and Prices
Come by and see our custom sound room for optimum comparisons

SALES
5003 Menaul NE
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SERVICE
Open 9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227

Register often for the free "Weekend for Two"
El Paso. Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 1970

in

Drawing Oct. 19
Ask for registration blank

AT

•

.

Dairq·
Queen
1•. ·. :··.

brazier

2300 Central SE

(just across from Popejoy Hall)
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Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laqner
Spmys, I Icat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons

in Spanish

LA CABEZA DEL BAUTISTA
LA ROSA DE PAPEL

CORDUROY
SLACKS
• Red

• White

• Tan

TONIGHT, Octo bet 26-8:15 p.m.

• Brown
New styling in the wide belt loops, slightly flared leg.
Top pockets. In 100% Cotton Corduroy.

:JSS·OJ66

Tickets-Adults .$2.00, Students $1.50

Matching vests available.

5.'>04 Central Ave. S.E .
(1 Blk. East· of Snnl\tlntco)

Tel.-277-3121

For Appoiubucut Call

Thursday, October 15, 1970

Shop Mon. Wed. Fri. till 9 PM
1100 San Mateo N.E./265-6931

---·------------------------------~--~~~~-------------·
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Tankmen Open Practice
Dominated by Freshmen

Desprte havmg 1~ fre~hmen on
a 20-man squad, swrmmmg coach
John Mechem can't complain.
Last year Mechem had only a
seven-man team competing in the
seven categories of a swimming
meet. "I'd like to have more
balance," Mechem said as he
discussed the number of freshmen
on the squad, "But I don't think
it is that important; we have a lot
of talent on this year's squad
despite the lack of varsity
experience."
This year's squad will attempt
to better last year's fourth place
finishintheWACchampionships.
Heading the list of returning
lettermen will be All-American
Steve Craven and Steve Ramsey in
the butterfly. School record
holder in the free style, Rick Klatt
will lead the free style events
along with Eric Philips, and Paul
Wettin.

All-American Jack Faunce
competing in the breaststroke.
The success of the team this
year will hinge upon the
freshmen. With more than half the
squad composed of first year
students lack of experience could
hinder the tankrnen.
Leading the freshmen recruits
are many outstanding high school
athletes. Bob Frank from Las
Cruces was the New Mexico high
school champion in the breast
stroke, as was Mark Combs from
Arizona who was also a high
school All-American. Both of
these swimmers should
complement Faunce and give the
Lobos depth in the breast stroke,

kopy korner

.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

........................ ,, .. ·········

247-4406

She loves you . , ...
but she loves you better ...
ina

TUXEDO

RENTS
COAT AND TROUSERS
COMPLETE OUTFIT
SIMON'S DOWNTOWN

•

By

PAUl Fll;i::r(
Lobo Spotts Editor

Frosh Mike O'Conner, a high
school All-American from
California, and Randy Fuller from
Canada, will give the team depth
in the backstroke.
Until swimming practice begins
after 'rhanksgiving, the team is
busy with their water polo season,
Even though it is not 1:ecognized
as a WAC varsity sport almost
every school in the conference has
a team. UNM opened their water
polo season last week by defeating
Adams State, Coach Mechem is
hopeful .that the Lob9s ?an win
the Reg10n Seve~, dJstrJCt, the
Rocky Mountarn are~, a~d
progress to the. NCAA fmals m
Long Beach, Cahf.

CAMPUS BRIEF§

.

ISRAD Expansion
Jack Campbell, director of
UNM's Institute for Social
Research and Development
(ISRAD), announced combination
of three programs into the Center
for Human Resources
Development. · The new ISRAD
agency will be headed by "Ned"
Roberts, who has been in charge
of the Home Improvement
Program and the Indian
Community Action Program. The
center will be made up of Home
Improvement, the Indian program
and ISRAD's Career
Opportunities Program.

A New Park?

It is rather obvious that the tradition of Homecoming at
UNN is living on borrowed time. Its death was forseeable by
the acceptance of the event in the last few years, and whether
Sam Taggard gets the escort across the field Satmday
afternoon or not, people will always give him the title of
Homecoming's executioner.
The defense of Homecoming is not the urpose of this
column, but rather the effect its demise will have on the
University and specifically, sports at this University.
It is true that money spent for Homecoming can be
charmeled into some more progressive function. The activities
that go along with Homecoming are certainly not worth the
money spent, especially when the amount of participation is
what is weighed. When everyone on campus used to enjoy
Homecoming, then the event might have been worthwhile,
but that is not the case anymore. A good measuring stick is
Saturday for Lobo Homecoming. the recent queen's election. If enough people voted to get
Ohio State University was in
first place this week, posting a Sam into the finals, that means that enough people agree that
three-game total of 1099 yards, Homecoming is a farce, and they believe it with more
averaging 363.3 per game. The intensity than the tradition's supporters.
Buckeyes have scored 14
But with the abandonment of Homecoming (next year?),
touchdowns in 205 offensive
plays.
even though it will be a decision made in good faith by the
Texas also is ahead of the majority of the students, the school will once again
Lo bos, posting a f o ur-gam e to ta I disappoint the alumni and the people in Santa Fe, with the
of 1420 yards for a 355 yard per inevitable result being further money cutbacks from both
game average, and 19 sources.
touchdowns. They have run 269
Athletics are next on the chopping block, or somewhere
plays from scrimmage,
near the top of some executioner's list. Alumni and booster
The Wolfpack is only seven support are necessary for any school's sports structme. Here
yards per game under the Texas
average, showing for their four at UNM the need might be greater than average since the
endeavors a total of 1392 yards school .is so well liked in the state capital.
on 260 play~ and 13 touchdowns.
Also, the money that comes from within the University to
Their average offensive rushing finance athletics is threatened. A person who thinks spending
gain per game is 348 yards.
money on something as foolish as Homecoming probably
The closest any other major thinks that a bunch of guys going out on a field and cracking
college team could get to the top
heads or going onto a wooden floor and throwing a ball into
three teams is Cornell University,
a
basket is even more of a worthless pursuit, monetary or
an Ivy League team, who for three
otherwise.
games has gained 985 yards in 17 6
plays for a 328.3 average, some 20
Maybe it is. There are plenty who would agree that thet·e
yards per game below UNM.
are many more beautiful goals in life than to be physically fit
Rounding out the top 10 in or receive recognition in the world of sport. That is an
that category are Notre Dame
West Virginia, Souther~ individual decision and it would be hard to say which is right.
The atheltic department at UNM is going to come up
California, Arizona State,
Minnesota and Cincinnati.
against a crisis shortly. The people who wonder about the
worth of sports are going to have some questions to ask and
the athletic department had better be ready to an~wer,
because a lot of the arguments are good ones.
When that tim(l comes, it will force the budget-makers to
evaluate every penny and decide what is neeessary and what
can go. The showdown will hopefully accomplish two things:
1) to redistribute the money so it will encompass more
people, and 2) to filter the wasted funds completely out and
into more beneficial uses.
When the time comes, and the validity of spending money
for sports comes before students (who will by then have the
power to decide), I hope that there are still enough sports
advocates to keep the revisions reasonable.
If not, University Stadium will make an excellent park.

ASUNMPark
All those interested in planning,
building and planting a park, there
will be a meeting to start things,
today in the ASUNM offices,
upstairs in the Union at 3 p.m.

Lobos 3rd in Rushing

The UNM Lobo football team
The one category which could jumped to third place in the
hinder the tankmen's success this national rushing bracket this
year is diving, The team must gain week, after being posted sixth last
experience to supplement Robert week.
Ducharme, the only diver on the
The Lobos, just off a 48-25 win
squad,
over San Jose State College last
Helping the returning lettermen Saturday, will be facing a tough
will be junior college New Mexico State team this
;;..;::;::;:;:;::;;::;:;::;::;:;;::;:;::;:;:;;;:;:;::;::;:::;:;::;:;::;::;::;;:;:;::;::;::;;:;::;:;::;::;;:;:;:;::;::;;:;:::;::;::;:~

SIMMS BUILDING

•
scann1ng
the scene

FIRST AND GOLD

•

$6.50
$10.00
PHONE 247·4347

U Chicanos
Indict Anglos

•

"All white people" have been
ordered held without bond after a
class action suit was filed against
them yesterday by Chicano
members of the sociology 216
class.
The suit indicts "all white
people" with attempted genocide
of La Raza; racism and
discrimination in housing,
employment, education "and
every other facet of life;"
exploitation of La Raza and of
land and resources owned by La
Raza; falsification and destruction
of land grant titles; false arrest
and murder of political leaders
and conspiracy to perpetuate
racism.
"The charges are not
fabricate~," said a spokesman for
the Chicano group, "We are
placing Anglo-Saxon Americans in
a comparable situation to that of
our Chicano brothers in real life.
It is our opinion that if the Anglo
community at large is put in the
helpless and oppressed position
that we find ourselves in everyday
life, they would be forced to
recognize our stt·uggle for 'La
Justicia'."
$CASH$
WEEKLY EARNINGS
Blood I'lnsrnn Donors N<edcd I

BLOOD PlASMA DONOR CENTER
Tues.·Sat. 8·6

1307 Central N.E.

Protein
Robert Loftfield of the
bio-chemistry department of the
medical school will speak on
"Precision of Protein Synthesis"
at 8 p.m. this evening in the
chemistry building, room 101,
The lecture is sponsored by
student affiliates of the American
Chemistry Society.

Agora
The opening date of Agora,
walk-in student counseling center
funded by ASUNM, has been
postponed from Oct. 15 to Oct.
22. Persons who have finished
staff training will be contacted
prior to the opening date for
assignments.

Foreign Study
John Krauskopf of the
"Experiment in International
Living", a private foreign study
organization, will be on campus at
the International Center, 1808
Las Lomas, Friday afternoon
from 3·5 p.m.
Krauskopf will discuss the
international programs sponsored
by the institution,

BYU Investigation Report
Rejected by UNM Blacks
UNM black students called a recently released report on
the "non-existance of racism" at Brigham Young
University (BYU) a "whitewash."
An Arizona University fact finding team composed of
three black students, two white students and a university
Want Ads say it
administrator in their report admonished fUl'ther
in a Big Way!!
demonstrations against the Mormon-owned school saying
that "we could find nothing to indicate BYU is a racist
institution,"
CLASSIFIED
Charles Becknell, head of UNM's Afro-American Studies
Program, said he would reject the report as a whitewash. "I
ADVERTISING
would like to know where they found the black students,"
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word J!lini~
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad IS. to
Becknell commented," and what they could learn in a
run five Ol' more consecutive days w1th
no changes the rnte is reduced to Oc
three-day investigation. It looks like a real snow job, of
per word nnd the minimum ntunbcr of
words to 10.
course. They are going to be shown only the good things."
TERMS: I'ayment must be '!'ade in
Becknell further charged that religion protects racism.
full prior to insertion of ndverbsemcnt,
"Racism in the name of God is the worst kind," he
WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
concluded.
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
Willy Criddle, a visiting student at UNM from Oklahoma
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
University, said he believed the report was issued by "hand
picked blacks and written by the administrator, who was
undoubtly white."
1)
PERSONALS
sjnce Mamma wont !et rna see
UNM student Faye Martin agreed with Becknell's HELEN
you n~ym01·e, get your portr!11t made ut
conclusion of the report, calling it a white wash.
the University Photo Serv1ce. Waldo,
10/21
WANTED· FEET that lil<e to !lance or
want :.~to" Jearn. UNM's Square Dance
Club. Thursday 7·0 pm. Johnson GymRoom 184. 10/15
UNM ARTISTS what nre yo'! do!nc? Submit your creations for pub1u:~ntmn m the
Thunderbird. Deadline Oct. 30, Rm. 205.
Journalism Bldg, 10/20
WANTED: Boy with white lmslcy type dog
nt UNM-Svn Jose football game lllSt
Saturday evening, Call 256-0688 nftcr
5 pm, 10/10
WANT TO READ three times fn.qter 1
Raise rrrndrn-cut study time. EVELYN
WOOD' HEADING DYNAMICS. Cluss
stnrts Monday, Oct. 19, 7 pm. 10/19
THUNDimlllRD literary and nrt m:ma·
zine needs fiction. art, poetry, ~tc.
Deadline Oct. 30, Rrn. 206 J ournahsrn

New Statistics
' The Bureau of Business
Research has initiated a new series
of economic statistics for its
monthly magazine "New Mexico
Business." Statistics added will
include figures on electric, gas and
telephone connections and postal
receipts in New Mexico
communities. Cities included in
the first reports are Albuquerque,
Artesia, Carlsbad, Hobbs, Roswell
and Tucumcari,

Dldrr;..,:-~--:;~;::::-;:-;:::;-:::::;:;;;;;:-;~
HELl' our Earth. Buy biodt'!Irndable ooap,
Stnn. 268-7244, after 3. 10/16 .
COMI'J,J~TE MiRA<m ~n~d~7o~er nowi;;7
l'ick un in Um. 206, J ournnlmm Dlthr.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS munt be
in by 3 p.m. t.o run the following day,

AA&B TV Sewing Machine
Sales & Service
WE BUY, SELL AND
TRADE
1706 C'entral S.E.

2)

l•'OUND • Man's leather key cruoe. Give
initiab on back t.o claim. Doo, 256-2684.
HH21

247-8229

W. C. FIELDS

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255.0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ag& Required

MISSISSIPPI

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

I

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
FRIDAY, Oct. 16 -7 & 10 p.m.
50¢ plus ID

CLA§§IFIED
ADVER'"fKSING

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING _ __
.
' '

;

A1bq, Chapter #50
P,O, Box 14144
A1bq, N.M. 87111
Page 6

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

~LICE'S

FORSALE

EMPLOYMENT

EARN EXTRA $80-$90 week. Call 299-U770
8 am. daily. 10/16
CASHIER-post payments. $300, ACME
PERSONNEL, 1303 San I'edro NE. 2563546. 10/15

ENCLOSED$'---~

Sat, a Sun.. 1100 a to:oo p,n1,
Oct. 17-18 soc plus Student ID

PlACED BY~--~-------

DRS, RECEPTIONIST-light typing $350.
ACME I'ERSONNELL. 1303 San Pedro
NE. 256-8546. 10/15

7) .

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW MEXICO lNDEPENDENT I'ARTY
workers urgently needed, Call 242-9767.
!0/20

'I

NEW MEXICO LOHO

11)/1£

J\1GA 1600 fni~·~·~-e~on~d~it;:-io:-n:-,-:n:-:c=w:-::to::p:-::n::;nd
other things, Call 344-3947. 10/21
19G2 JEEP s:w., four wheel drive. Cnll
after 5 pm. 299-8864. 19/21
.
EIGHT NEW zigzag "ewin~ rnachin"' with
full fn<t.ory J.l'Unrttntee. Nationally advertized brand to be sold for $35 t>ach..
Monthly paymentn avnilnble. Th""e machines mar be inspected in warehouse at
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mateo
NE. 9-9 Mon-Fri. Sat till 6. !0/19
STEREO CONSOLES (walnut) 4spenkers, $R8. Also stereo campon(!f)t systems complete with Garrard cha~gcr,
speakers antl dust covl'rs. Extra. Jacks:
for additional tnpe deck. $79.95 or
monthly pnyments. United Jo'reight Sa).,.,
3920 San Mateo NE. 0-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat.
till 6. 10/19
1970 BSA 650 338 miles $1275, Call 277236!, 10/16
1967 BSA 650 ce. lJghtning, now engine,
$500, Nikon FT body nnd meter, black,
recent overhaul, $100. Jon Knplnn 277251R. 10/15
TRAVELING SKI WDGE. 1969 vw CUS·
torn made. One <>f a kind, 24,000 miles.
Refrigerator, stove, air-conditioning, ski
lockerst perfect <'Ondition. Private narty·.
Asking $4800. 345-1717. 10/22
1960 ICASTlNGER SKIIS, Nevada toe,
cable bihdings~. 185's. usnd one season,
$65, Call 3~4-0654. 10/20
1968 TRIUMI'H Bonneville. new motor,
tire, paint. $925. Ed Haddaway, 110
Arno SE. 10/19
200 USED TV's all styles. $15 up, 441
Wyoming NEl. 255-5987, 10/16

6)

RESTAURANT''
ASUNM FILM
COMMITTEE

SEHVICES

I'RIV ATE PARICiN;:G::-,-av::'a7,il-;ab:;-le:-s=o=on:-,-;Lo:::w
monthly rnh•3.. l''or information and res·
ervations eall 296-~lGI. 10/l~J~---:FINGEH I'K'KING. Guitar lessons in
funky finrrerinr:-call ,Lewis at L.P.
Pimentel :md Sons GUitar Shop: 334·
4972. 10116
TYPING. IBM Eleetric typewriter. Near

1970 .

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

3 Services

3)

5)

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

-RI~\v.Anl'>-ro~ ;,;r~~;;tion ie~

return of Hcd Columbia. biry!'l~. three
!:!li(>M hnndr.-rip ttcnr_ G(lrinl No. SO!I51G2.
Call l\larlt K77-91Hl. 10/19
Mi"~N•S- Iir:Acli fr~-;-~-;r~~~- ~~ith t·a.~
Lo::;t n('ur llokon.a. Chnrll"3- --:::!.77-2986.
10 ·ro

tlniVPt:\ity.. ?!ifL~1~1

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

:FOUND· LADIES EYEGLASSES with
hlad.:. "rramro. t,•ountl in w~t grnvel
pnrhinr: lot nC>.nr SUB~ Muy t"hum .nt Urn.
205. JoUrnnliflm. 10/20
l'OUND on earnpun on Tu('Sday 10/13 black
puppy with blaok oollar, oall 1·806·9964,
10/20
LOST: GREI<:N suede purs~. wallet, I.D.'u
anti pictur('9. Kect> monel?, !Jut plcnsc return tlu• rrot. No qUl'9bon.s Mkcd. Re-o
ward offered. 277-3194, 10/19.
LOST~.-;- r:roy -f~;;;-nlo ltittr; :lt~St.;;;lord
Illook Party: eall 842·~91;0. 10/19

s21J

AlSO Six Of A Kind

518 C&ntral S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult B<>oks,
Magazines, 8mm Film
Open 7 am to Midnito
Quarter Arcadl!o
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

I

LOST & FOUND

Thursday, October 15, 1970

------------------------------------~

WILL PAY for liv~ trout to s!.oek pond.
Call 256-0688 after 5 :pm.
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United States invaded Cambodia.
We as a nation have been placated
by President Nixon's superficial
motions in the direction of
"peace" ... which of cours!:} must be
recovered on America's terms. But
one cannot but wonder whether or
not Nixon was forced into making a
"definite" peace offer before the
November elections. Republicans
across the country undoubtedly
asked Nixon to make the peace
proposal so that the Republicans
could pay as much lip service to
peace as do the Democrats. The
possibility of once again working
with a predominantly Democratic
Congress probably prompted Nixon
to make the peace statement.
Perhaps the feeling of annui about
peace in the Ut<ited States is born
out of frustration. During the
Today is the first anniversary of moratorium Nixon ignored those
the Oct. 15 Vietnam moratorium. who asked for withdrawal from
Now, one year later, we are still Vietnam. After. the national student
involved in the Vietnam war, and we· strike for peace, Nixon appointed a
have spread the war over all of commission to study campus unrest.
Indochina. America keeps making And even the President's own
the same, drastic, humanly costly commission stated that campus
mistakes which involved us in peace hung on the precarious .Peg of
Indochina under the Eisenhower peace in Indochina.
Yet we still ignore our war. We
administration.
have
learned to live with it, just as
The moratorium was the first
national demonstration of the we have learned to live with poverty
public's frustration with a seemingly and racism. If the slow pace of
never-ending war. The moratorium withdrawal frQm Vietnam is
movement, apparently, has died. indicative of the pace in eradicating
And so has the peace movement. The our other woes, our Great American
last time students or the public got Dream of peace, fraternity and
excited about our Indochina equality will never be realized.
involvement was last May when the
Sarah Laidlaw

Editorial:

Happy

Anniversary

Bema:

Students

and
TiJ1·1 1

r r lLaerness

•
)

By DANiEL HENNING
Federal wilderness occupies
approximately one and one half
percent of the United States ,and is
located in national parks, na~ional
forests and national wildlife refuges.
There are approximately 42
potential wilderness areas in New
Mexico. Under the Wilderness Act of
the U.S. Congress (1964), wilderness
and potential wilderness areas are
n o w b e in g c o n s i d ere d for
classification as legal and permanent
wilderness with a legal guarantee for
New Mexico and little in the United
States at this time.
Wilderness classification studies
are currently underway by the U.S.
Forest Service in the Bureau of Land
Management, National Park Service
and Fish and Wildlife Service on
lands under their jurisdiction.
Wilderness organizations such as the
New Mexico Wilderness Study
Committee are also conducting
studies on these lands and they
appear to be coming up with
d i f f e r e n t b o u n d a r Y
tecommendations in some cases. On·

the basis of these studies, public
hearings will be conducted by the
· federal agencies concerned within
the next two or three years. After
the public hearings, the U.S. Forest
Service will then determine how
much legal and permanent wilderness
in the public interest will be
recommended to Congress for final
inclusion in the National Wilderness
System.
Where do students fit into the
situation? Student participation in
wilderness classification studies has
been rather weak on a national basis.
Yet, the wilderness classification
process is extremely important in
determining how much wilderness is
to be obtained for present and future
generations. It is realistic to
recognize that value determinations
are already being made in the study
process on the assumption that it is
not humanly possible to do a
completely "objective" study. Also,
public testimony means much more
when one has actually visited the
area that is being talked about.
Relative to this, most students are
basically idealistic and generally free
of vested interests. Consequently,
they have a tremendous advantage in
identifying and analyzing intangible
and qualitative values associated with
wilderness. U.S. Forest Service
research has revealed that foresters
a r e e c o n o m i c a 11 y a n d
developmentally oriented in terms of
small communities. Hence, they have
a tendency for an automatic bias for
small segments of the total
population and for utilitarian values.
Yet wilderness decisions call for a
national, public interest orientation
of public lands with considerations
for present and future generations of
the total United States. Without
automatic biases or vested economic
interests (mining, grazing and
logging), students could contribute a
great deal in identifying and
advocating the national and public
interest in wilderness preservation.
But students' voices and
participation have been generally
absent on the wilderness scene and
the battle for wilderness needs help.
There is little organizational or
individual representation for
· wilderness from students. Although
wilderness preservation is only a part

Letters:
People Problem
To the Editor:
Among the major issues of the
1970's, the population and pollution
problems can be said to be as
important as social problems, and
they will dictate the direction
society will take if we don't. The
University community should be
among the first to change because,

of the environmental picture, all
major decisions will be made on
wilderness within the next two or
three years. In my opinion, this
warrants giving it top priority if we
are interested in quality rather than
mere survival on a shallow basis.
Without students' voices and
participation, I think a great amount
of wilderness will be lost forever.
Forest Service officials are presently
receiving tremendous pressures and
participation from groups and
individuals who are economically
motivated to oppose wilderness.
Not long ago, a student said,
"Sure, I like to hunt, fish and hike in
the wilderness, but it will be gone in
30 or 40 years. And there isn't
anything anyone can do about it."
Perhaps there will be enough
wilderness for students of this
generation, but economic and mass
recreational pressures and forces are
rapidly moving on unprotected
wilderness. However, to assume a
sense of apathy on this is to turn
one's back on responsibilities for
future generations of students. Many
future students will want the
benefits of a. rich heritage of
wilderness which many present
students now enjoy even if some do
not enter the wilderness proper. It is
the basic and unique heritage of
Americans. Quality recreation a
living museum, a rare wildlife ref~ge
scientific study and other values ar~
only some of the benefits associated
with wilderness.
That far greater majority of
students in the United States do not
have the privileges and advantages of
having a wilderness near their
institutions, as in New Mexico.
Supposedly, every institution has
s 0 me tYPe of outstanding
characteristic or unique feature of
the environment. I think that
wilderness presents a unique
influence and heritage which few
institutions of higher learning
possess. Not to do anything to
prese~e this herita~e ~s like standing
by while a rare pamtmg or priceless
treasure is destroyed; wilderness can
never be replaced after being
destroyed by development.
What can you do? Join the UNM
· Cl b d ·h
.
M?Unt am
u an t e ~ew Me.x1?o
Wilderness Study Comm1ttee, Wrtte · .

N

being small, the problems are
simplified and the individuals can be
more fully aware of them. Also, our
lives aren't controlled as rigorously
by the University.
To effect change we must change
our attitudes toward traditional
values. I suggest we start to regard
cars as nuisances rather than
necessities. We can initiate a parking
fee for all vehicles and graduate the
fees accroding to the nuisance caused
in terms of expense for providing
parking facilities as well as the noise
and pollution introduced into our
environment. This would encourage
the use of bicycles, efficiently
muffled motorcycles and small cars,
over large, noise, polluting vehicles.
With this money the University
can set an example in other ways. We
could start using reusable containers
in the coke machines and in the
cafeterias and investigate how to
otherwise lessen and reporocess
waste. We could also provide
adequate facilities for the people we
have w bile discouraging the
conception of more people by
disseminating birth control
information as well as instituting
programs giving birth control
devices, sterilizations and abortions
at no cost or a minimal cost to the
students.
Let's decide our future while we
still have the freedom to decide.
Let's not adjust to a crowded and
dirty world, but change the world to
suit us.
Mike Mauser

Union Bookstore Prices Above Average
ASUNM Store Profits Offset Union Losses in Other Areas
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being non-functional. We just keep
going deeper into the hole," said
Clarence Braker, manager of the games
area in the Union.
The 14 bowling machines cost $6720
a year for rent under a new contract.
Under the old contract, which was
adhered to for nine years; the 14 ·
machines cost $11,200 a year for rent.
"I've closed down four lanes hoping to
save some money, but it seems rather
hopeless. People just aren't bowling
that much anymore," said Braker.
Union Director Ron Baum said there
is little which can be done to cut Union
losses. "Since we don't have a student
fee which is difectly allocated to the
Union it makes the problem a very hard
one. There has been some talk of taking
out the bowling alley and replacing it
with something more profitable, but
that plan is just in the very early stages.
One thing that would help curb some
of the Union losses would be an end to
the large amount of thievery being
done in the bookstore and cafeteria on
the part of students."
Jackson estimates the bookstore
losses to be about $20,000 a year due
to thievery.
A co-op has been suggested as a way
to cut down on high book prices on
campus. Lee feels that because of the
large amount of capital needed to
finance a bookstore "a student owned
co-op bookstore would be extremely
hard to make a go of."
Baum agrees, "It would be a rough
job for students because of the high
expenses that it runs into."

cu
$6.75
soft

Title
Nortons Anth. Eng. Lit. Vol. I
Organic Chemistry
Answer book for Org. Chern

$9.00
$11.95
$9.95

~

$9.95

Elements of Zoology
History of Art
Political Systems of Lat
America
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Pre-Registration Discussion Delayed

/

\

bookstores throughout the Rocky
Mountain area and now a UNM
student, said his dealings with the UNM
bookstore have shown "they are not
reducing their prices in accordance with
normal profit gains. They are exploiting
the students like they are a
sub-culture."
Martin said he offered to supply the
bookstore with pencils at a cheaper
price than they are currently
purchasing them for, but did not
receive the order. "I would think they
would pass the savings on to the
students, but evidently they're not. I'd
like to know where all the profits are
going. They're surely not going back
into the bookstore."
Carrol Lee, UNM comptroller
explained, "Bookstore profits are being
used to offset the losses in other area's ·
of the Union."
Lee offered the following figures:
Thus far in fiscal year 1970 the
bookstore's income is $1,635,000.
After subtracting expenses and rent the
bookstore has a net profit of $7 4,000.
The Union, which supplies various
student organizations with rooms free
of rent, has an income of $677,000.
After expenses and rent are deducted,
the Union has a net loss of $83,930,
which is made up for by bookstore
profits. As of Oct. 1, the total loss for
the entire Union was $9930_
Loss Leader
The biggest area of losses in the
Union is the bowling alleys, which
exceed profits in operational costs.
"The bowling alleys are at the point of

Deans' Long Agendq Postpones Approval

/
and join the Wilderness Society 729
Fifteenth St. N.W., Washington,'n.c.
Visit the U.S. Forest Service; Bureau
of Land Management and the Bureau
of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife in the
fe_deral building. These organizations
will supply you with information
an~ suggestions on how to go about
savmg the wilderness. Decisions for
and against wilderness are basically
made through the political process
and one must get involved in this
process to affect such decisions.
Essentially, the wilderness
classifications and controversies call
for value decisions involving
wilderness per se as opposed to
development and utilitarian use to
meet coming recreational and
economic demands, In these value
decisions, you have an important
part to play and you face an
unavoidable responsibility in this
role. Many years from now
hopefully,. future students will b~
li.VJ'ng·
· th
ld you left them.
•
. 111 · e wor
W~ll they bless you for saving some
~1ldern~ss for a quality life and for a
nch hentage or will they damn you
for los1'ng tl1e w·l-de
f
1
rness or a
shallow life and poor herita e? Onl
you can decide this.
g
Y

By RON BERNSTEIN
Findings of a Lobo survey indicate
that book prices at the UNM campus
bookstore are higher than at four other
Southwestern campus bookstores (See
accompanying box).
The Lobo compared prices with the
University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP),
Colorado State University (CSU),
Arizona State University (ASU) and
Colorado University (CU).
For example, the findings indicate
that the four other universities sell
Norton's Anthology of English
Literature Vol. I in a soft cover edition
at an average price of $6.75. The UNM
bookstore sells only the hard cover
version for $8.45.
Similar Operations
The operation of all four campus
bookstores surveyed is similar to the
UNM bookstore. They are all located in
a student union building, and profits
from the bookstores pay for rent and
make up losses in other areas of the
unions. The same is true at UNM.
This survey was undertaken to find
out where bookstore profits are going
and to find out if the UNM bookstore
is making an above normal profit gain.
"Current prices on cosmetic items
available in the (UNM) bookstore are in
line with everybody elses, except
discount houses. The student body
should receive quality and that's what
students get when they purchase
something at the bookstore."
So said Sy Jackson, ASUNM
bookstore manager, in reply to a Lobo
letter to the editor charging that the
bookstore maintains extremely high
prices.
Jackson did a survey of his own
comparing the prices of sundries at
University Drug Store with the campus
books tore prices. "I found little
difference between similar items sold at
both stores. The campus store prices
are even cheaper in certain instances,"
said Jackson.
However Gene Martin, a former
salesman for a supplier of campus
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By EVERETT ROBINSON
UNM deans yesterday failed to
discuss the question of pre-registration
"due to the length" of their agenda.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Chester Travelstead said the deans had
discussed the matter at previous
meetings, but due to the the length of
the agenda were unable to take up the
issue.
If the pre-advisement, registration
system is approved by the deans and
President Ferrel Heady, returning
students will register for their falll971
classes sometime this spring. Freshmen
and transfer students would register
during special two-day orientation
sessions during the summer.
William Huber, dean of University
College, was scheduled to present to
the deans meeting an estimate of the
costs involved in implementing a
pre-advisement, registration system.
Huber and 'l'ravelstead believe the
added expense of housing and feeding
the freshmen in the dorms for the two
days could be covered by increasing the
matriculation fee to $25 (currently
$10). "This increase would cover not
only the orientation, but any
advisement services they might receive
in their four years at UNM," said
Huber.
To accommodate the large number
of freshmen students, five or si.x of
these sessions would be held
throughout the summer. "If we find
that this is too many sessions, H said
Huber, "we could always cut back next
year."
After the freshmen turn in their
pre-registration requests, the number of
class sections will be re-adjusted to
mee.t the demand. "This would

continue right up to two weeks before
classes begin," the chairman said. Then
a fmalized course-load schedule would
be sent to the student. Changes in
program would be made through
drop-add procedures. "But then it's the
student's fault if he can't get into a
class-he had his opportunity."
A residual session would be
necessary just before classes begin and
such a session would precede the the
opening of spring and summer sessions
for all new students.
Faculty Changes
This changeover would require some
alterations in the faculty's office hour
requirements. Under contract
obligations, a faculty member is
required to spend a minimum number
of hours a week in his office. ·It would
be expected, under a pre - advisement -

registration system, that all faculty
should serve any student who seeks
them out on any subject academic in
nature. Questions concerning
departmental requirements, course
alternatives, course content, career
possibilities are included in this
activity.
Since many problems span
departments and colleges, it is proposed
that a core of faculty advisors be
trained in the basic requirements for all
seven degree-granting colleges. This
core would be selected for their interest
in youth and .their problems, and
demonstrated studen.t appeal.
It would be expected that at least
one advisor with special interest,
competence and a rapport for each
significant minority group of students
be included in this core.
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